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students primarily turn to social media and other participatory online platforms when we prompt 
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Outside of the 
Digital Darkroom:
Scaffolded Research, Response, 
and Creation in the Library for New 
Media and Design Students
Maggie Murphy and Kelley O’Brien

INTRODUCTION
Creative inquiry is integral to artmaking. However, this very idea may be a disciplinary 
threshold concept1 for developing artists that see research and craft as discrete processes 
undertaken for different purposes rather than reciprocal, iterative, and inextricable. As a 
visual art librarian and a professor of new media and design, one of our shared pedagog-
ical goals is to create opportunities for students to not only develop specific strategies and 
habits of mind that will help them build robust artistic research practices but also grow 
in their metacognitive awareness of the connections among asking, thinking, reflecting, 
responding, making, and doing.

One foundational aspect of practice-based research that we often ask students to engage 
with involves finding, contemplating, reading about, making connections with, remixing, 
iterating upon, and/or taking inspiration from existing visuals. However, in our experi-
ence, many art students primarily turn to social media and other participatory online 
platforms when we prompt them to locate images for inspiration or to identify examples 
of “historic or contemporary artists and designers working in media or conceptual themes 
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similar to [their] own work.”2 While these platforms have many benefits, such as helping 
students connect to other creators and share their work outside of traditional gallery and 
publishing structures, they can also greatly limit students’ serendipitous encounters with 
unfamiliar ideas, creators, and visuals.

FIGURE 6.1
The color collage from the poster side of Digital Darkroom student Suzanne Brad-

shaw’s finished zine. (Used with permission.)
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In fact, popular apps like Instagram, YouTube, and TikTok deliver users curated 
visual content through the “filter bubble” of their algorithmically driven feeds, which are 
constantly refining themselves based on user behaviors.3 In essence, when seeking inspi-
ration online, art students and other creators often are shown an ever-narrower stream of 
content from channels designed to serve up more and more of what a user already wanted 
to see.4 Once a student finds what they like in terms of medium, style, aesthetic, thematic 
content, and so on, it becomes difficult to break out of the algorithmic feedback loop and 
stumble on something else without actively searching for it.5

In an effort to encourage students to create outside their comfort zones, we designed 
a scaffolded, hands-on assignment for new media and design students taking ART 344: 
Digital Darkroom, taught by Kelley O’Brien. While this course focuses on techniques 
for digital imaging and manipulation of photographic media, our assignment conversely 
centers on (comparatively) analog processes and technologies for image discovery and 
creation. The assignment requires students to move between their studio classroom and 
the library to browse the stacks, check out books, make photocopies, compose paper 
collages, create reproducible zines based on their own critical writing and imagery, and 
critique each other’s work—all in response to a directed research question and a provided 
set of pre-selected readings. By asking students to engage in these low-tech strategies and 
reflect on their choices for artistic inquiry and creation, we hope to frame research and 
craft as complementary and core to the production of visual art, as well as directly address 
the conflict between algorithm and serendipity.

FIGURE 6.2
A detail of a two-page spread from Suzanne Bradshaw’s zine, showing her written 

response and collage for the question, “Is it the artist’s duty to tell the truth?”
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FRAMING UNDERGRADUATE ARTISTS AS 
RESEARCHERS

Information literacy instruction and art education are two different fields. However, both 
fields have shared theoretical debates and pedagogical shifts around skills-based and 
concept-based teaching. As most librarians involved in information literacy instruction 
know, the transition from the 2000 ACRL Information Literacy Competency Standards for 
Higher Education to the 2015 ACRL Framework for Information Literacy for Higher Educa-
tion was often positioned as paradigmatic, moving “away from a skills-based approach 
and toward the exploration and understanding of concepts, knowledge practices, and 
dispositions meant to support intellectual growth over the course of a student’s education 
and beyond.”6 Teaching librarians who work with art and design disciplines almost imme-
diately sought to adapt the core ideas from the Framework for Information Literacy to the 
studio art environment, such as by connecting Research as Inquiry to the artistic process, 
Scholarship as Conversation to critiques, Searching as Strategic Exploration to brows-
ing for print materials within library spaces, and Information Has Value to discussions 
about remix and attribution practices.7 Amanda Meeks, Larissa Garcia, Ashley Peterson, 
and Alyssa Vincent even proposed a mnemonic tool—CREATE—that can be used to 
discuss information literacy concepts from the Framework with art and design students 
in language relevant to their contexts as creators.8

Similarly, some art education scholars argue that embracing concept-based pedagogy 
allows practicing art educators to frame “the intrinsic nature of artmaking as an inquiry 
process”9 and emphasize creativity and critical consciousness instead of solely focusing 
on the development of universal technical skills.10 However, comparatively few academic 
art educators have shared practical approaches for teaching artistic research concepts 
to undergraduate students, in particular.11 While many working artists have described 
art-making as a process of research and inquiry, pedagogical writing from artists and 
educators within the academy typically focuses on teaching artistic research practice at the 
graduate rather than undergraduate level.12 For example, Marshall argues that the role of 
the graduate art instructor includes “prepar[ing] students for studio-based research that 
includes both creative production and a written component,” which she later refers to as 
praxis (reflexive art practice) and exegesis (writing about making), respectively.13 Similarly, 
Loveless’s “manifesto,” How to Make Art at the End of the World, specifically examines 
“what research-creation does in, to, and as part of ongoing university discourse in the arts, 
humanities, and social sciences, with specific attention to what research-creation does to 
our understanding of scholarly form at the graduate and doctoral levels,” especially for 
PhD programs in visual arts practice.14

Studio art faculty who teach at the undergraduate level may therefore find that part-
nerships with teaching art librarians who endeavor to build on the Framework for Infor-
mation Literacy in their instruction can help with providing students with a conceptual 
framework for artistic inquiry. However, even at the intersection of information literacy 
and artistic research practice, there has been little, if anything, written specifically about 
asking art students to critically reflect on the role of the algorithmic environment of social 
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media platforms and portfolio sites in their practice-based research or aesthetic devel-
opment as creators—despite there being vibrant discussions about algorithms, authority, 
bias, representation, and misinformation in information and visual literacy circles.15 On 
the one hand, this phenomenon allows students to scroll through their feeds and passively 
discover other creators working within their preferred techniques and aesthetics who may 
not have prominence in the traditional art world.16 On the other hand, art students are less 
likely to discover unexpected sources of inspiration or serendipitously encounter images 
from the broader global history of visual culture within their personalized digital spaces, 
as they might if they actively engaged in browsing through print materials in a physical 
library—an artistic inquiry strategy taught to many visual creators over the course of their 
formal educations.17

The need for educators to directly tackle the conflict between algorithm and inspiration 
for visual creation with students is addressed in several places within the four themes of 
the more recent Framework for Visual Literacy in Higher Education, an interdisciplinary 
companion to the Framework for Information Literacy that focuses on visual aspects of 
information. For example, one knowledge practice suggests students engaged in visual 
literacy learning may “anticipate the ways in which algorithms, social media, and partic-
ipatory technologies obscure or promote visuals and visual media creators, which may 
reflect commercial interests and reinforce existing social dynamics.18 Additionally, two 
dispositions posit that visual literacy learners “acknowledge that no platform is neutral, 
and that concealed factors like suggestion algorithms and power structures within the 
publishing industry shape experiences with visuals”19 and “appreciate that creativity and 
inquiry can be inspired through browsing and experiencing serendipitous encounters with 
both digital and analog visuals.”20 While the Framework for Visual Literacy is not centered 
on teaching and learning in art and design disciplines specifically, it can be used to build 
upon ideas from the Framework for Information Literacy for concept-based teaching and 
learning on artistic research practice for undergraduate studio artists.

CASE STUDY: “WHAT IS TRUTH?”
Our teaching partnership for ART 344: Digital Darkroom began as a conversation in 
spring 2021 about information and visual literacy curriculum mapping for students in the 
New Media & Design concentration of our institution’s Bachelor of Fine Arts program. 
Kelley had recently taught the spring term undergraduate senior capstone seminar and felt 
that students taking that course may be arriving with gaps in their conceptual foundations 
for artistic inquiry that were too big to sufficiently address during that capstone experi-
ence. As we talked about these gaps, we realized we needed to work backward and think 
about strategic ways to scaffold in targeted opportunities for students to develop specific 
strategies and dispositions for approaching artistic inquiry earlier in their coursework. In 
other words, if we know that we want students to be able to engage in deep (and deeply 
interwoven) research, writing, and creating at the fourth-year capstone level, what specif-
ically do we want them to know, and be able to do, as creative researcher-practitioners at 
the intermediate level—and how can we get them there?
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From there, we informally brainstormed a basic shared list as we talked. More or less, 
we both want students to be able to

• describe the role of research in their personal artistic practice;
• articulate the limitations of relying on algorithm-based social media feeds for seren-

dipitous encounters and holistic aesthetic development;
• apply searching and browsing techniques for finding and using print media in the 

library and archives;
• find, synthesize, respond to, and attribute ideas from images and texts in their own 

writing and art/design work;
• see themselves as in conversation with other practicing artists, designers, theorists, 

and scholars; and
• demonstrate a willingness to iterate and make changes to their processes and prod-

ucts in response to feedback and critique.
In developing this list, we knew that no single assignment, or even course, can result 

in mastery of each of these learning goals. However, Kelley suggested that her upcoming 
section of ART 344: Digital Darkroom, a required studio course for New Media & Design 
BFA students that is recommended to be taken in their second or third year, would be a 
good place to strategically situate targeted learning opportunities.

ART 344: Digital Darkroom explores the dynamic relationship between digital tech-
nology and photography. Through a series of structured studio problems, students taking 
the course learn a variety of methods for working with photographic images, images 
created from the capture of light, and within a digital “dry” darkroom. One of the core 
learning objectives for the course is to be able to engage in “convincing manipulation of 
photographic images” using the Adobe Creative Suite. As a response to her experience 
with teaching the capstone seminar, Kelley wanted to redesign the Digital Darkroom 
syllabus for fall 2021—and she had ideas for a scaffolded series of three major assignments 
that would allow students to progressively build, and build upon, their research practices.

In thinking about how to design and sequence these assignments, Maggie suggested 
the initial project of the course that she has previously advocated for in the context of 
first-year writing courses: have students work from textual sources, without having to find 
the sources themselves, as a first step for engaging in researched writing.21 In other words, 
although synthesizing, responding to, and attributing ideas from images and texts in their 
own writing and art work is one of our goals, if Kelley provided pre-selected readings for 
their initial research-based assignment, then students could “practice reading, compre-
hension, and synthesis when writing from complex sources”22 without the pressure of 
having to first locate and select relevant sources on their own. This allows them to focus 
on other aspects of artistic inquiry for their beginning project, including finding and using 
images, while working their way up to discovering texts to engage with through writing 
and artmaking on their own in subsequent assignments.

With this idea in mind, the initial assignment of the sequence for Digital Darkroom 
started to take shape. We would ask students to engage with a range of physical library 
spaces, material objects, and analog technologies in order to break out from the comfort-
able familiarity of the algorithm-mediated virtual environment. In research workshops 
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with Maggie, hands-on visits to the Martha Blakeney Hodges Special Collections and 
University Archives, and class sessions with Kelley, ART 344 students would be guided 
through new techniques for actively searching, browsing, interacting with print materi-
als, using scanners and photocopiers, and folding paper booklets, along with metacog-
nitive reflection on the creation process as a form of research. These scaffolded project 
steps culminate in each student making a zine comprising their own critical writing and 
collaged illustrations, synthesizing and responding to ideas from selected readings and 
found images from the libraries’ collections, to create a final design product at the inter-
section of exegesis and praxis.

ASSIGNMENT DETAILS
Students were introduced to this project in their first class session of the fall term. The 
details they received about the assignment and its stages were as follows:

WHAT IS TRUTH?
Students will work in the library to create a collaged research zine that discusses the 
idea of truth in art. Each student will produce an 8-page black-and-white zine folded 
from 11x17 paper. Your zine will unfold to reveal a full-page color poster of the collage 
featured on your zine’s cover.
Supplies needed: scissors, precision utility knife/blade, glue stick, clear tape, pens/
markers, 11x17 paper
Steps:

1. Building on your library research workshops, tour, and archives visit, go to the 
library and borrow the following three books from Reserves, then photocopy 
the assigned pages:

a. The Reconfigured Eye: Visual Truth in the Post-Photographic Era by 
William J. Mitchell, pp. 210–223

b. Each Wild Idea: Writing, Photography, History by Geoffrey Batche, pp. 
129–144

c. Uncertain Histories: Accumulation, Inaccessibility, and Doubt in 
Contemporary Photography by Kate Palmer Albers, pp. 3–17 and 
130–135

2. Read the excerpts you have photocopied and highlight any words you are unfa-
miliar with. Underline any statements that you feel passionately about (both 
agree with or disagree with).

3. Answer the questions below in your own words. (Each answer should be 200 
words.) Then, for each question below, find two quotations from the readings 
above to support your opinion. Cite quotes appropriately.

a. How do images sway public opinion?
b. Does the artist have a duty to tell the truth?
c. Can a manipulated image tell more truths than unedited photos?
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WHAT IS TRUTH? (continued)

4. Find 13+ images in print materials at the library (whether the stacks or the 
archives/special collections) to support your opinion of the above questions. 
Using the photocopier, make color copies (if possible) of images for your 
poster, and B&W for your zine side. Collage at least 3+ images together as a 
visual representation of each question.

5. Produce a collaged zine from an 11x17 piece of paper, using the photocopier 
to shrink/enlarge images and text then glue/tape in appropriate locations. 
(Refer to Professor O’Brien’s How to Use the Photocopiers zine distributed in 
class for instructions, and look for Maggie’s posted announcements about 
open hours for color photocopier use.)

a. Use this format to organize information:
 � Front cover: must include the title “WHAT IS TRUTH?,” a 

collage you have created from 4–5 images sourced from the 
library, as well as your name

 � Pages 1 and 2: your response to question 1, the two quotes, 
and 3 images collaged into something new

 � Pages 3 and 4: your response to question 2, the two quotes, 
and 3 images collaged into something new

 � Pages 5 and 6: your response to question 3, the two quotes, 
and 3 images collaged into something new

 � Back cover: must include a reference list of your sources for 
all quotes and images

 � Reverse side: should feature a poster-sized version of your 
front cover in color.

b. All text produced by you should be handwritten clearly.
c. Front cover, pages 1–6, and the back cover will be in black and white.
d. Poster side will be in color.

6. Produce five copies of your zine as detailed above, then use the library scan-
ners to create a two-page PDF of both sides of your zine. Upload the PDF 
to our class’s shared Google Drive. One copy will go on display in Jackson 
Library and one copy will be deposited for preservation in Special Collections 
and University Archives for future researchers to access and use.

This project will be evaluated with consideration for:

1. well-articulated (proof-read) research and opinions based on readings;
2. ability to construct new images to reinforce ideas from reference photos;
3. consistent design, consideration for hierarchy of information (both visual 

and text), and relationship between handwritten and photocopied text; and
4. integration of text and imagery in creative manner.
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FIGURE 6.3
Kelley O’Brien in UNC Greensboro’s Jackson Library, showing the cover of her zine, 
How to Use the Photocopiers. Kelley distributed copies of the zine to her students 

both to provide them with instructions on photocopier use and give them a physical 
exemplar of the type of two-sided zine on 11×17 paper they would be making for the 

“What is Truth?” assignment.

Library Visits
For their second class session of the semester, ART 344 students met with Maggie in the 
library instruction lab for the first of two research workshops, while Kelley worked on a 
zine that would walk students through using the library’s photocopiers. This three-hour 
workshop introduced the concept of an artistic research practice by drawing parallels to 
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the familiar idea of a “studio practice” and led students through a discussion about the role 
of research in artmaking. Students brainstormed about what kinds of research artists need 
to do (“research on new techniques/how to work within different mediums,” “research of 
the topics they plan to create art from,” “self-reflective research and brainstorming,”) as 
well as what research skills and habits of mind artists need (“observational skills, analytical 
skills, seeing close up and bigger picture,” “curiosity to pursue more obscure topics,” “flexi-
bility, be willing to try new things even if they don’t always work”) in a shared Google Doc.

Following a brainstorming debrief, Maggie asked students to share their current strat-
egies for finding visual inspiration, and then discussed the practice of browsing through 
print materials in libraries, bookstores, and archives as a way to encounter unexpected 
ideas. From there, we talked about the way books in the library are organized as well as 
different approaches to finding images in books, especially from books outside of the art 
and design sections. We ended the workshop with students visiting the stacks to browse 
for two books, one from anywhere within the Library of Congress N call number classi-
fication and one from anywhere else within the library. This quick activity was intended 
to help students become familiar with the library space as well as immediately put a new 
research strategy into action so that they would be more comfortable with browsing on 
their own during the independent work part of the project.

FIGURE 6.4
A slide from Maggie Murphy’s first research workshop on developing an artistic 

research practice and seeking inspiration in the library for ART 344 students.
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The ART 344 students returned for their second library visit a week later. During this 
three-hour class period, the class broke into two groups. While one group was visiting 
the Martha Blakeney Hodges Special Collections and University Archives (SCUA), the 
other group took a tour of the library’s Digital Media Commons and photocopy/scan-
ning stations before returning to the instruction lab for a second research workshop. 
This second, shorter workshop focused on copyright, fair use, remix, and attribution 
ethics for artists as context for citing the images they would find and use in their collages 
in the subsequent weeks. Halfway through the class period, the groups switched places. 
During their visits to SCUA, students handled Victorian trade bindings and photo albums, 
Edo-period ukiyo-e prints, illustrated church cookbooks, university yearbooks, illumi-
nated manuscripts, and other examples of unexpected materials collected by academic 
libraries that they might take visual inspiration from. In addition, students explored rare 
and unique artist’s books, local exhibition ephemera, and archived copies of the Coraddi, 
UNC Greensboro’s student-run biannual literary and visual art magazine. These latter 
materials were selected not just for their aesthetic value but also because they further 
demonstrate how artists’ work may be collected and used by other researchers in a range 
of fields as part of the scholarly record—a point we would emphasize again later when a 
copy of each student’s finished zine for this assignment was deposited into the University 
Archives at the conclusion of the project.

Class Sessions and Independent Work
In parallel to library workshops and tours, students were asked to apply newly learned 
strategies and techniques in the classroom. This included browsing for and checking out 
books, reading and discussing works on truth and manipulation in art, working in groups 
to create and scan practice collages from photocopied images, and engaging in construc-
tive critique of each other’s work as a class. As Kelley projected students’ practice collages 
at the front of the classroom, students examined a range of concerns, including contrast 
within images, cutting techniques, visual aesthetics, and elements of design—all in order 
to establish a foundational understanding of the craft and conceptual rigor expected from 
the final zine.

After engaging together in guided reading, writing, discussion, and crafting, students 
had two weeks to complete their zines on their own. Kelley held two additional class 
sessions in the library, allowing students to work independently with access to books, 
black-and-white and color copiers, and workspace, while also being able to check in with 
Kelley and Maggie. While the first class period was completely unstructured, during the 
second, Kelley held brief two-on-one reviews with students in rotations as the rest of the 
class continued to work on their zines. Students met in pairs with Kelley to lay out their 
works-in-progress, receiving constructive criticism about their image concepts, craft qual-
ity, and text legibility while also examining the various creative and technical methods 
their peers were experimenting with. This provided students with an opportunity to reflect 
on the feedback they received, incorporate new ideas from their classmates, and make 
adjustments to their in-progress zines before the project deadline.
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FIGURE 6.5
A flowchart illustrating stages of the “What is Truth?” assignment.
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Critique, Revision, and Exhibition
On the day the assignment was due, students turned in the scans of their zines and brought 
the printed booklets to class for a round-robin critique session. This critique focused on 
the conceptual connections between images, text, and theme in students’ collages and zine 
layouts in addition to their overall craft approach. As students shared their observations, 
questions, and feedback, Kelley offered the students the chance to optionally rework their 
zines in response to the critique process before turning in a final, revised copy. For some 
students, this was merely an opportunity to revisit the photocopier’s settings in order 
to improve the legibility of their duplicated images and text. For others, it was a shot at 
reflecting and iterating on their initial browsing strategies, image sources, design choices, 
or construction processes.

Finally, once all original and revised zines were turned in to Kelley, Maggie worked 
with colleagues from SCUA to create a simple “phygital” display23 of the zines in UNC 
Greensboro’s Jackson Library before a copy of each work was deposited in the University 
Archives. The QR code seen at the bottom right of the photo in figure 6.6 directed visi-
tors to a Google Site (http://go.uncg.edu/what-is-truth) featuring downloadable PDFs of 
each zine as well as directions for printing and folding the works as booklets, increasing 
access for those avoiding in-person library use during the continued pandemic. Because 
a static display cannot demonstrate how each zine unfolds into a full-page poster on its 
reserve side, the site also includes an animated gif illustrating the transition from black-
and-white booklet to color poster. The exhibition was promoted on both the University 
Libraries’ and School of Art’s social media channels in order to create greater awareness 
of this cross-campus collaboration in each unit’s communities.

FIGURE 6.6
A display of the Digital Darkroom students’ zines in the interior entrance lobby to 

the main building of UNC Greensboro’s Jackson Library.

http://go.uncg.edu/what-is-truth
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DISCUSSION
As with any assignment pilot, this project was a learning experience for everyone involved. 
We always expect our students to iterate and make changes in response to reflection, 
discussion, and feedback, and we intend to do the same in terms of how we structure 
and teach the assignment each time ART 344: Digital Darkroom is taught. For example, 
next semester, we plan to build even more modeling into our instruction, with hands-on 
demonstration of collage, layout, and reproduction processes in addition to walkthroughs 
of browsing for books or breaking down and responding to complex readings. Another 
change will be to the readings themselves: while this semester’s assigned books consisted 
of two theoretical texts and one practical case study, next semester we will swap out one 
of the theory-heavy readings with conceptual writing by artist Martha Rosler—allowing 
students to further contextualize their own ideas and work about visual truth and manip-
ulation in relation to those of another creator.

Overall, one of our greatest successes with the project was also one of the most basic. 
Students developed greater familiarity with the library as they were pushed to engage 
with a wide range of its spaces, technologies, materials, and services over the course of 
several weeks. More than a few ART 344 students told us they had never been to the 
university’s library before this semester, never mind checked out a book, handled archival 
materials, or made scans or photocopies. It occurred to us that asking students to leave the 
comfortable environment of the studio art building and incorporate the library-as-place 
into their design practice mirrors what we wanted them to do with their visual influences 
and sources of inspiration as artist-researchers: break out of their bubbles, whether virtual 
or physical, to increase their opportunities for serendipity and unexpected revelation. 
Another success came by virtue of having students create zines as their research prod-
uct. Because the zine format is multimodal, students were able to articulate conceptual 
connections about shifting meaning, context, and juxtaposition between text and visuals 
in both their writing and collages that they might have missed if they were assigned sepa-
rate research papers and design projects.

CONCLUSION
As educators, we want new media and design students to develop critical and reflective 
approaches to creating as well as see themselves as artist-researchers whose work contrib-
utes to disciplinary discourse, scholarship, and visual culture. This then means that we 
need to provide our students with intentional opportunities to build and practice the 
foundational approaches and strategies they will need to develop a holistic artistic research 
practice. One such approach, as technologies and machine-learning algorithms become 
more and more a part of everyday life, is remembering to regularly consider how limiting 
oneself to these environments as artistic researchers can hinder creative development—
and integrate other strategies, like analog browsing, into our repertoires.

At the same time, if we ask these emerging practitioners to find, evaluate, read, 
synthesize, incorporate, and cite relevant texts while simultaneously tasking them with 
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using unfamiliar strategies and tools for locating, selecting, remixing, and creating new 
visuals, we are probably setting them up to fail. That is why we developed the “What is 
Truth?” research assignment as the first in a series of projects intended to get our ART 
344 students to synthesize, respond to, conceptualize, and illustrate ideas both in text and 
visuals. Subsequent course projects require them to find and attribute ideas from addi-
tional sources outside of their social media feeds, including texts in scholarly anthologies, 
popular periodicals, and archival documents, in and beyond the library.

Finally, by targeting a required course that most students take in their second or third 
year for these interventions, we hope that we are meaningfully impacting the researched 
writing and conceptual art and design work students will be doing at the capstone level. 
While our focus thus far has been on students within the New Media & Design concentra-
tion, our experience could also form the groundwork for more sophisticated curriculum 
mapping efforts around the integration of information and visual literacy instruction into 
required courses across the School of Art’s Bachelor of Fine Arts program. Ultimately, the 
more we collaborate, the more (we hope) art students will see the library as a generative 
place for their creative practices.
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Appendix
Suzanne Bradshaw’s entire zine spread, featuring three written responses, four collages, 
and references.
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